
ESSENTIALS SERIES 5.0
High-Performance LED High Bay



ESSENTIALS SERIES 5.0
Essentials series 5.0 fixtures are high-quality LED high bays designed 

for use in industrial and manufacturing facilities, warehouses, indoor 

sports facilities, aviation hangars, convention centers, car dealerships 

and more. 

Essentials series 5.0 lumens range from 6,000 to 97,000 lumens 

delivering up to 206 lumens per watt. The energy savings are 

significant compared to conventional fixtures and other LED fixtures 

with efficacies in the low hundreds. These fixtures come standard 

with a 5-year guaranteed lumen maintenance warranty with the 

option to upgrade to a 7- and 10-year lumen maintenance warranty 

or a 10-year premium warranty that includes parts and labor 

reimbursement. 

Essentials series 5.0 has a variety of options for lenses, and a no lens 

option featuring an invisible nano-coating that maximizes efficacy 

and protects the LEDs from the environment and external agents 

such as humidity, dust, and other debris.



SUPERIOR 
THERMAL 
DESIGN
The Essentials Series 5.0 features vertical extruded 

aluminum heat sinks with ample separation for 

maximum heat dissipation and airflow through 

the fixture. This allows for continuous operation 

under 65°C ambient temperatures with high 

performance and long life.



ROTATABLE 
OUTER 
MODULES
Optimize the light distribution easily at any time 

on the field to suit your lighting needs. Outer 

modules can be set to 0°, 45°, 90° and 135°.



LED HIGH BAYS WITH 
GUARANTEED LIFE

10Y PREMIUM WARRANTY
Our Premium Warranty, offered as an option, covers L70, parts 

and labor for 10 years, no matter how long the lights are on. 

That’s 87,600 hours based on a 24/7 operation.

STANDARD L70 5-YEAR WARRANTY
All fixtures come with our Standard Warranty, covering L70 

light levels for 5 years, no matter how long the lights are 

on. That’s 43,800 hours based on a 24/7 operation.
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